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The recent
addition
of Personal
Financial
Planning
as an
area
in the accounting
profession
has significantly
increased
the
opportunities
available
to CPA's.
Along
with
this
growth,
has
come many questions dealing with how this field may negatively
affect the accounting profession.
One of the purposes of this
paper is to define Personal Financial Planning and show how CPAs
will fit into this field.
The second objective deals with presenting
and discussing
some of the major problems within Personal Financial Planning.
The major concern facing the accounting profession
focuses on the
CPA's independence
issue and it deals with such topics as
recommendations
and the fee structures used within the Personal
Financial Planning market.

The majority of this paper is supported by secondary
sources. The significance of this work has been to better
prepare and inform myself and others on the opportunities and
concern surrounding this new field of accounting.

.

INTRODUCTION

.

Personal
recognized

very

Planning

by the American

Accountants
still

Financial

(AICPA)

Institute

as a field

unfamiliar

is the newest

topic

of certified

of accounting.

to the general

to be

Public

Therefore,

public.

The focus

it is
of this

paper will be to explain what Personal Financial Planning is and
then discuss some of the major problems facing accountants that
plan on entering this field.
explanation

of Personal

To begin the paper I will give an

Financial

Planning.

The following

sections will include a discussion of how accountants fit into
the financial planning market.
major
some

.

problems

this

of the different

financial

field

I will highlight some of the

is facing,

certificates

and inform

that

the reader

are available

about

to

planners.

Definition

Personal Financial Planning is a relatively new term to the
accounting field, though the actual concept has been around for
years.

with the increasingly tough competition in the market

place, accountants have expanded their scope of services into the
financial planning market, as well they should.

As one financial

expert wrote, "Financial Planning is a natural extension of
accounting services and should be regarded as an integral part of
an accounting
What
found

.

practice."

is Personal

to define

(Zorski,

Financial

it is to explain

19)

Planning?

The best way I have

its objective.

"The objective of Personal Financial Planning is to
help individuals
to identify their financial
objectives,
develop a plan for meeting those
objectives,
implement the plan, and then monitor its

.
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performance,
and make any necessary adjustments
as
objectives
and circumstances
change."
(Murphy, 16)
The practice
into three

of Personal

broad

comprehensive

categories:

Financial

Planning

consulting,

can be divided

segmented

planning,

and

planning.

consulting
Consulting

is the most

common

service

performed

in Financial

Planning and it relates to advising a client on a specific goal
or problem.

Examples would include tax planning or possibly

budgeting for retirement.

Information is taken from the initial

interview where it is analyzed either manually or by the
computer.
planner

.

After
makes

the information

has been analyzed,

the recommendations

to the client.

the financial
Though

consulting is not a very large money producer, it is a relatively
efficient
initial

service.
consultations

It never

takes

lead to more

much

planning

detailed

and often

segmented

those

planning

engagements.
Segmented

Planning

The second broad category that falls under the Financial
Planning arena is called Segmented Planning.

"Segmented Planning

involves analyzing and making recommendations related to one or

more

but not all -- of the broad planning

areas."

(Fowler,

Some of the topics include:

.

Analyzing present and projected financial positions
Cash-Flow Planning
Income Tax Planning
Risk Management
Investment Planning
Planning for Education-Funding Needs
Retirement Planning

46)

.
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Planning

Segmented planning requires a little more time and effort on
part of the Financial Planner.
recommendations

are made

In this service when

to the client,

it is necessary

to look

at one or more different segments to produce the recommendations.
This type of engagement requires that a report be furnished
stating the purpose of the engagement and the suggested
recommendation.
limiting
many

Included

the scope

segments

comprehensive

in this report,

of the engagement,

were

actually

Financial

should

since

only

be a statement
a few of the

studied.

Planning

The final category is comprehensive financial planning and

.

this

is where

the engagements

become

complex.

Comprehensive

Financial Planning is defined as "the process identifying and
ranking the client's goals and recommending strategies to achieve
those

goals."

between

(Fowler,

Segmented

In Comprehensive
planning

areas,

46)

Planning
planning,

There

differences

and Comprehensive

Financial

the planner

to look at all the

not just certain

the implementation

are two significant

needs

segments,

and needs

Planning.

to supervise

of the recommended strategy as well as

periodically update the plan.

The comprehensive plan is an on-

going process that involves a deep commitment between the planner
and client.
the billing

.

Though
rate

this

shows

can be a very time consuming

that

it is time well

spent.

engagement,

.

Bubbers

WHERE DO ACCOUNTANTS
Because
natural

of their

choices

training

as personal

their

familiarity

with

codes

accountants

should

planning expertise.

FIT IN

and expertise

financial

budgets,

4

accountants

advisers.

financial

be the primary

Considering

statements
source

are

and the tax

of financial

Unfortunately this is not commonly the case,

but it can be.
For any firm that wants

to attack

the financial

planning

market, their first concern should be to create a corporate
strategy before entering the market.

In the mid-1980s, Personal

Financial Planning was the hot, new field for accountants to be
in.

.

Unfortunately

for many

firms who committed

dollars, it was anything but profitable.

resources

and

Many found themselves

unable to grow and prosper in the Personal Financial Planning
field.
The main reasons for the failures were inadequate training
and lack of a strong corporate plan.

with the training and

resources that are offered through the AICPA today, firms who use
what

is available

Accounting
files

to them

should

not encounter

these

problems.

firms today need to look no further than their tax

for prospective

clients.

There are many competitors in this market and "studies show
that the typical client will seek advice from several different
sources, but there is no one professional to whom they can turn
to for total financial planning advice." (Hermann, 77)

~

This

field offers a golden opportunity for accountants to turn their

.

Bubbers

tax clients
firms
this

into overall

to seriously
service,

financial

consider

this

planners.
field

One incentive

is that these

and if they do not provide

it, someone

clients

5

for
need

else will.

PROBLEMS
with

the scope

of accounting

services

expanding

to the

Personal Financial Planning arena, many questions have arisen as
to what effect it may have on the professional as a whole.
Currently the controversy over Personal Financial Planning arises
on two fronts:

Independence

(1) Decision-making/recommendations

is an issue in both areas.

and

(2) Fees.

Before I get into these

two areas of conflict, I would like to define the different
facets

.

of independence

and look at the history

and importance

it

has acquired.
Independence
Independence
cornerstone
wrote,

is believed

of the accounting

it is "... a deeply

by many

accountants

profession.

to be the

As one accountant

felt professional

credo.

It is

cultivated by accountants in public practice from their first day
in the profession and is emphasized and reemphasized in our code
of professional
through

out our careers."

accounting
public.

ethics and in continuing professional education

profession
When

professions

87)

This emphasis

has been very well received

the public

on personal

(Mednick,

is asked
attributes,

by the

by the general

to rank the different
survey

after

survey

reveals

that "accountants lead all other professions in such attributes

.

as integrity, honesty, competence and objectivity"

(Goodwin, 98)

.
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History
When

the Securities

to regulate

auditors'

Exchange

Commission

independence,

(SEC) first

in the late 1800s,

started

its

intentions were to "prohibit auditors financial interest in their
clients'

companies."

(Mednick,

88)

Their

reasoning

for this rule

was to eliminate the conflict that may be created between an
accountants' professional
for financial

gain.

great

defining

details

auditors

.

Many

services
firms
came

this time,

other

and their opportunity

the rules

relationships

have

plunged

into

that may affect

independence.

Non-audit
years.

Since

responsibilities

services

of the early

as accounting

in the 1800s
from

and the remaining

firms

work,

been performed

CPA firms

reported

insolvency

and special

have

offered

to today.
that,

with

15% from trusteeship,

work."

(Mednick,

88)

with

as many

For example,

"close

about

by accountants

different
British

to 75% of their

10% from auditing
taxation,
non-audit

for

fees
services,

executorship,
services

being

around for over a century it has only been in the last decade
that independence has become such a large issue.
Independence has been looked at from many different
viewpoints,

but one of the most important ones that we will look

at is Independence
101 of the AICPA

in Fact vs. Independence in Appearance.

Code

of Professional

Ethics

requires

Rule

accountants

to, "issue their opinions about the fairness of the presentation
of financial statements, only if they are independent both in

.

fact and appearance."

(Goodwin, 93)

.
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Independence

in Fact requires

the CPA to have

7

"neither

direct financial interest nor indirect interest in the client.
Interest is defined as ownership or commitment to acquire any
equity

or debit

from the client

enterprise."

(Bryan,

57)

Some

examples include no loans with the enterprise or its major
stockholders,

not having any capacity that may be equivalent to

that of a member of management, and not being a trustee for any
pension of the corporation to name a few.
Independence

in Appearance means that the "auditor must by

words and actions convey the impression that he or she is
independent."
accountant

.

(Bryan,

should

57)

An additional

requirement

act in a way that convinces

her independence.

others

is that the
of his or

In other words independence in appearance is a

matter of perception, but very important.
Now that we have

discussed

independence

and how

it has

affected the accounting profession in general, I will now focus
on the conflicts between Personal Financial Planning and
Independence.
controversy

are

within this field the two main areas of
(1) making

recommendations

and

(2) fees.

To

being with we will talk about recommendations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The issue here is whether the accountants are making actual
recommendations

and thereby compromising their independence.

example would be if an accountant set up a comprehensive

.

financial plan for one of its audit clients, and instead of

An

.

Bubbers

recommending

actions for the client to take, he or she made all

the investment decisions for the client.
more

difficult

professions'
involved

8

to judge
main

whether

concern

in the actual

In other cases it is

independence

is a concern.

is that the accountant

decision

making

does

process.

The

not become

In the AICPA's

view accountants will not be compromising their independence as
long at they are not making recommendations

about specific

products, specific insurance, or specific investments.
The AICPA

has realized

that the scope

of accounting

services

has expanded, and that accounting firms are performing many
diverse

services

"stipulates

.

that

for their

clients.

The AICPA

as long as accountants

code of ethics

give only advice

clients and do not engage in actual decision-making,
maintain

independence."

There
there

is a strong

should

(Goodwin,
feeling

be restrictions

to their

they will

93)

by some

in the profession,

on the types

of Management

that
Advisory

Services that accounting firms should be allowed to perform for
clients that have securities registered with the Securities
Exchange
Board

Commission

(SEC).

of the Executive

Section

Fortunately,

Committee

(POB) was opposed

the Public

of the AICPA's

to creating

Oversight

SEC Practice

"... rules

to prohibit

specific services on grounds that they are or may be incompatible
with

the profession

of public

accounting,

might

impair

the image

of the profession or do not involve accounting or auditing
activities."

.

concerns,

(AICPA,

4)

In essence

the POB looked

but did not see any of the new services,

into these
such as

.
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Financial

Planning,

to be a large

enough

threat

9

to

auditor independence to warrant new restrictions prohibiting
them.

The second controversy that we will discuss deals with the

fee structure

that

is used

by financial

planners.

FEES
The controversy
structure

used

concerning

by financial

accounting profession.
acceptance

commission

.

will

planners

and the fee

is of great

concern

to the

The main concern revolves around the

of commissions

in the profession

independence

for financial

planning

feel that any accountant
be jeopardizing

their

that

services.
accepts

Many

a

independence.

Most financial planners in the market today determine fees
by one of three ways:
Commissions Only
Fees Onlv
Fee Plus

where income is tied to product
sales.

-- where

income

commissions

--

is a flat fee.

where income is fee plus
commissions on products sold.

The 'fee only' structure was the only alternative that was
acceptable in the eyes of the AICPA.

Their stance has always

been that for accountants to maintain their independence, they
need to design a fee policy that does not include commissions or
contingent fees.
The problem with this stance is that it puts any accountant
that wants to work with investments in the financial planning

.

market at a major disadvantage. Those accountants who create

.
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financial plans, many times use

investments as a vital part.
The financial planning market is made up of many different
professions

such as stockbrokers,

just to name

a few.

bankers,

Not one of these

and insurance

professions

agents

has a

restriction on the type of fee structure that they wish to use.
The majority of them use a structure that includes commissions as
part of the payment.

By not allowing accountants to accept

commissions, the AICPA put the profession in a very big hole when
trying to compete with other financial planners.
stance

has been

Commission

.

Federal

countered

by the actions

The AICPA

of the Federal

Trade

(FTC).

Trade

Commission

In response to this Rule, "the FTC indicated that AICPA Rule
503, which
clients,

bars

accountants

and receiving

from paying

commissions

for referring

others who would make recommendations
services)
Their

was

reasoning

said that
planners

in violation

did not have

were

to obtain

clients

(to

on specific products or

to anti-trust

statutes."

was the same as the one stated

accountants

commissions.

commissions

earlier,

put at a disadvantage,

the same restrictions

The FTC felt that the ruling

(Goodwin,

since

which
other

on receiving
by the AICPA

constituted a Restraint of Trade being enforced on the
accountant.

Due to the action by the FTC, the AICPA was forced to

.

suspend the enforcement of Rule 503. There are many opposing

96)

.
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views within the accounting profession on this ruling by the FTC.
Those in favor of commissions stand behind the argument that
jeopardizing the professions' reputation of being independent is
too large of a risk.
In response to FTC's investigation of the AICPA's ban on
commissions, a temporary compromise was reached between the two
sides

on August

accept

contingent

securities,
that

30, 1988.

fees and commissions

insurance

compromise,

The AICPA

and other

"agreed

their client that they were doing so.

CPAs to

from the sale of

products."

any CPA who accepted

to allow

(Goodwin,

a commission

99)

After

had to notify

They are also required to

be licensed with the National Association of Securities Dealers

.

(NASD) and any state insurance licensing board.

This compromise

only affected accountants practicing in the financial planning
market.

The ban on commissions

reviews,

or compilation

An official

services

agreement

for a CPA who performs
had remained

was reached

audits,

unchanged.

on August

9, 1990, and it

stated:
"A member in public practice shall not be allowed to
receive a commission or a contingent fee from, a client
for who the member or member's firm also performs:
(a) an audit or review
statement;
or

of a financial

(b) a compilation of a financial statement
when the member expects, or reasonably might
expect, that a third party will use the
financial statement and the members
compilation report does not disclose a lack
of independence; or

.

(c) an examination
of prospective
information.
(AICPA, 31)

financial

Bubbers

.

This

agreement

that was reached,

from the first compromise.

did not differ

12

too much

Any member that does not fall under

the rules stated above is allowed to receive a commission as long
as they disclose

this

fact to the client.

Those in the accounting profession who are opposed to the
idea of allowing accountants to receive commissions, even in
isolated

situations,

financial

planners

fall under
maximum'

the

The

.

some alternative

to implement.

'fee only'

approach,

approach."

suggest

the

(Weitz,

The three

category,

'package'

fee strategies
alternatives

include:

approach,

"the

and the

for

that

'minimum'a la carte'

42)

'minimum-maximum'

approach.

Under this approach the financial planner will quote a range
to the client

specifying

will

The highest

charge.

realization
scenario.

the highest
amount

and lowest

should

ensure

that they

them the full

of their billing amount under any foreseeable
The minimum amount represents the billing rate for the

initial interview and set-up cost of the plan.
strategy,

amount

the client

usually

feels

comfortable

with this
asking

for advice

whenever needed, because they know the maximum amount that they
could

The

possibly

'package'

pay.

approach.

Under this approach the planner will quote a range for a

.

complete package.

This Package may include a comprehensive

.

Bubbers

financial plan and either tax or accounting services.
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This type

of strategy can attract the client that wants that one-step
shopping rather than meeting with five different professionals
and paying five different bills that are duplicated in some

areas.
The 'a 1a carte' approach.
Under this approach the planner will "quote a fee and bill
each part
(Weitz,

of the financial

42)

preparing
proceed
etc.

.

In most

cases

the client's

plan

separately

the planner

personal

After

preparing

be in good position

start

out by

statements

and then

the education-funding

the financial
to quote

will

financial

onto the tax projection,

and sequentially."

statements

accurate

needs,

the planner

fees on the rest

should

of the

plan.
These
designed

three

plans

are just a few of the fee structures

for the financial

the problem

involving

planning

area that may help

to relieve

commissions.

REGULATIONS

Another area that has caused problems for accountants in the
financial planning area is the increasing regulation that they
have had to absorb

in performing

their

services.

Currently

investment advisors are regulated by the state and federal
government.

Any person or firm that receives compensation for

and gives advice about securities, must register with the SEC.

.

"The Investment Advisor Act of 1940, has a specific extension

.

Bubbers
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from the definition of investment advisor for accountants,
lawyers,

and other

services

are sole

profession."

professionals
incidental

(Verschoor,

whose

investment

to the practice

60)

Accountants

advisory

of their

are also

exempt

under

most state laws, since they are heavily regulated by their own
state CPA societies.

The trend in recent years has been an

increase in legislative activity to broaden the definition of an
investment advisor.
accountants.
offer

Although most CPAs neither sell investments nor

lifetime

facing

Their new definition would also include all

personal

attempts

financial

to subject

plans,

they

them to investment

are increasingly
advisor

regulation.

Accountants that perform Personal Financial Planning

.

services constitute a very small percentage of the CPA
population.
perform
deal

Furthermore,

financial

of those

planning

accountants

services,

in the sale of investments.

many

who presently

of them do not even

Currently

any Personal

Financial Planner that does deal in the sale of investments is
required to be registered.
The point is that by expanding the definition to include all
CPAs,
burden

the

lawmakers

would

on the regulatory

be placing
agencies.

a heavy

administrative

The regulatory

agencies

are

already spread out thin trying to enforce rules on the current
investment advising population.
professionals

that are not even effected by these rules would be

a waste of everyone's time.

.

Increasing this population to

.

Bubbers
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Many professionals may be thinking what is the big deal
about another registration requirement.

It is just a matter of

filing another form, paying a nominal fee, and keeping a few
records.

Unfortunately,

keeping

provision

of the Investment

in line with

advisor

the registration

act of 1940 is not that

simple.
"Compliance

with

An initial

the 1940 act requires:
registration

and annual

report,

Record-keeping and compliance with the anti-fraud
provisions of the act,
Obligation to disclose to the client any situation
involving conflict of interest,
Providing perspective to the client describing your
personal background and business practice,

.

Providing annual updates to existing clients."
(Zorski,

So as you can see, there

20)

is a good reason

why many

CPAs are

not happy with the new regulations that the legislation is trying
to push on them.

The profession can rest assured that the AICPA

is monitoring

and vigorously

Congressional

regulation

An article

opposed

to any and all unnecessary

of CPAs.

in the Journal

of Accountancv,

September

1990

issue had a study comparing the regulations imposed on CPAs with
those imposed on other financial advisors.
results.

.

See TABLE 1 for the

Bubbers 16

.

TABLE

#1

DO CPAs NEED MORE REGULATION
A study by the American Institute
of CPA's personal financial
planning divisions legislation and
regulation
subcommittee
compared
both federal and state investment
advisor laws and regulations
to the
standards governing CPAs.
It found
that:
- The public accountancy
laws
provide the same, and in most cases
more, protection
for the public
against unethical practice by CPAs
who provide financial planning
services than do either federal or
state investment advisor acts.
- Licensed

CPAs are subject to

more stringent professional
standards than any now proposed for
investment advisers under proposed
financial planning licensing and
registration
schemes.
(Verschoor, 66)

.
As seen

in this

study,

the regulations

to practice

as a

financial planner are much more stringent for CPAs due to their
professions'

individual standards.

within the Financial Planning

market there are many different certificates available to anyone
who is interested in this field.

CERTIFICATES

At this time a person looking to practice in Personal
Financial Planning has four main certificates to choose from:

.

1.

The Accredited
(APFSP).

2.

The Certified

Personal

Financial

Financial

Planner

Planning

(CFP).

Specialists

.

Bubbers
3.

The Chartered

4.

The registry of Financial
(Kamnikar, 93)

All

Financial

four of these

Consultant

(ChFC).

Planning

designations

would

and a great starting block for anyone

17

Practitioners

be excellent

(RFPP)

resources

looking to get involved in

a financial planning practice, but only one requires that the
person

be a licensed

CPA.

The Accredited Personal Financial Specialist is the only
certificate

that

is designated

by the AICPA

and, therefore,

requires all candidates to be licensed CPAs.
focusing

on financial

services,
AICPA

.

we will

planning

discuss

the stringent

has set to earn this
The Accredited

as a branch

Since we are

of the accounting

requirements

that

the

certificate.

Personal

Financial

Specialists

designation

is

a relatively new field and branch for the AICPA, and therefore is
a constantly

changing

and improving

task force on specialization
of Directors
accredit

recommending

specialties."

area.

"In 1986,

the AICPA

issued a report to the AICPA Board

action

(Kamnikar,

by the council

to recognize

and

93)

The first area of practice that the SAB created and
designated
Since

for practice was Personal Financial Planning in 1986.

1986,

requirements

there

have

been many

changes

both with the

to earn the certificate, and with the support and

programs now in place to help those in practice.

Though very

beneficial and highly recommended, this specialty program offered

.

by the AICPA is strictly voluntary.

A CPA can practice in this

area of Personal Financial Planning without this certificate.

.

Bubbers
"The APFS
APFS

subcommittee

examination,

assure

the consistent

standards

requirements

by the SAB."

the APFS

of and adherence

the

program

to

to the

(IBID)

of the four certificates

for the APFS

for developing

as for monitoring

application

established

As expected,

toughest

as well

is responsible
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designation

explained

are the most

earlier,
stringent

the
and

of the four.

To qualify for the APFS
candidate must:

designation

a

1.
Be a member in good standing of the
AICPA.
2.
Hold a valid and unrevoked CPA
certificate issued by a legally constituted
state authority.

.

3.
Have at least 250 hours of experience
per year in personal financial planning
activities
for the three years immediately
preceding the application.
This experience
must include:
Personal financial planning process.
Personal income tax planning.
Risk-management
planning.
Investment planning.
Retirement planning.
Estate planning.

4.
Submit a written statement of intent to
comply with all of the requirements for
reaccreditation.
5.

Pass the APFS Examination.

6.
Submit six references to substantiate
working experience in personal financial
planning.
(AI CPA,

3)

The exam itself is a one-day exam that is broken down into

.

seven different areas for the candidate to study.

The questions

.

Bubbers
on the exam will

consist

questions.

like the CPA exam,

a year

Much

at various

The APFS

of objective,

locations

license

across

practice

the APFS
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and case-oriented

exam

is given

twice

the nation.

has much more value

than

attractive certificate to hang on the wall.

simply

an

Some of the benefits

of having the APFS designation are:
It provides you with the opportunity to keep up-to-date
with a profession currently facing information
overload.

It keeps you in touch with fellow practitioners
facilitates
It allows

.

Personal

client
smaller

Financial

which

referrals.
firms

to be more

Planning

competitive

in the

field.

It develops uniformed standards to be used in
evaluating
These

claimed

expertise.

are just a few of the benefits

enjoy upon earning APFS designation.

that an accountant

can

It is highly recommended

that any accountant wishing to provide financial planning
services, seriously consider earning this certificate.

With the

problems facing the Personal Financial Planning field, it is
vitally important that the accountant be a recognized, certified
professional.

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSION

One of the purposes of this paper has been to familiarize

.

and inform the reader about the field of Personal Financial

.

Bubbers
Planning.
services

with
that

the different

CPAs

levels

can offer,

of Financial

the opportunities

20

Planning
to increase

services for current clients and gain new clients are two very
strong

reasons

for CPAs to consider

expanding

into this

field.

The other purpose was to show that since financial planning
is a relatively new field in the accounting profession there are
still many concerns and problems that need to be solved.
members

of the accounting

independence

issue,

profession

straight-forward

arguing

on both

solutions

have

sides

with
of the

not come

easily.
In this paper
Personal

.

some of the major

Financial

Planning

all of the concerns
still

believe

have

have

concerns

been pointed

not been answered,

that the benefits

facing
out.

the field
Even though

from the research

and opportunities

of

I

of entering

this field far exceed any of the negative issues that it
currently

faces.

accountants

As the field

continues

to grow

and more

in the professions recognize the opportunities

available to them, the problems facing the field will inevitably
be worked out.

.

.
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